
The Rugby Six Nations Stadiums
How Does the Six Nations Championship Work?
The Six Nations Championship takes place between February and March. Each 
team in the Championship will play five matches. 

Where Are Matches Played?
Scotland – Murrayfield Stadium
Scotland host their matches at Murrayfield Stadium in Edinburgh. Here are 
some facts about Murrayfield: 

• It was first built in 1925;

• It was then updated in the nineties and 
became an all seated stadium;

• It has played host to many rugby matches 
and musicians;

• Murrayfield is famous for its energetic atmosphere. 

England – Twickenham
Twickenham is the home of English rugby 
and is located in London. Here are some facts 
about Twickenham: 

• The World Rugby Union Museum is located 
inside Twickenham;

• Lady Gaga and Rihanna have both performed at Twickenham.

Wales – Principality Stadium
The Principality is a stadium in Cardiff. 
Here are some facts about The Principality 
Stadium: 

• It is the only stadium in the UK with a  
fold-out roof;

Murrayfield is the largest stadium in Scotland, with a capacity of 67,144.

Twickenham is is the second largest stadium in England, with a 
capacity of 82,000.
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• The stadium opened in 1999 as the Millennium Stadium but has changed 
names;

• It has been used for important rugby and football matches and live concerts;

• Wales has won the Six Nations Championship three times since it opened.

Ireland – Aviva Stadium
The Aviva Stadium is in Dublin. Here are some facts about The Aviva Stadium:

• It is the third largest stadium in Ireland;

• The stadium is bowl-shaped;

• It is shared by the Irish Rugby Union and 
Republic of Ireland Football team;

• It opened in 2010. 

• The Aviva Stadium won an award for its wave design which stops the stadium 
blocking sunlight for houses close to the stadium.

France – Stade de France
The Stade de France is located just north of Paris. Here are some facts about 
the Stade de France:

• It opened in 1998 for the 1998 FIFA World Cup;

• The stadium is shared with the French Rugby 
Union team and France’s national football team;

• It is the only stadium in the world to host a 
Rugby World Cup final and a FIFA World Cup 
final.

The Principality Stadium has a capacity of 74,500.

The Aviva Stadium has a seating capacity of 51,700.

The Stade de France has a seating capacity of 80,698.
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Italy – Stadio Olimpico
Stadio Olimpico is located in Rome, Italy. Here 
are some facts about Stadio Olimpico:

• It is the the largest sporting arena in Rome;

• It opened in 1937, but has improved since;

• It has hosted rugby matches, football matches, 
Olympic events and sell out concerts.

Stadio Olimpic has a capacity of 70,634.

The Rugby Six Nations Stadiums
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Questions
1. Tick true or false for the following statements.

2. Why does the Principality stadium have a wave design? Tick one.

   It looks really good.
   It blocks sunlight to the houses nearby.
   It keeps crowds dry when it rains.
   It stops the stadium blocking sunlight to the houses nearby.

3. Fill in the missing words.

      Twickenham is the home of English rugby and is located in                          .  
      It is the                           largest stadium in England.

4. Find and copy a word from the text that means the number of people the stadium can 
have.

                                                                                                                                              

5. Which stadium is located in Scotland? Which city is it in?

      Stadium:                                                       City:                                                        

6. Why do you think musicians often perform at large stadiums? Give at least one reason.

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                       

7. Why might people visit a rugby museum? Give at least one reason.

True False
Each team plays six matches during the Championship.
Wales play their home matches at Twickenham.
Stadio Olimpico is in Rome, Italy.
The Aviva Stadium is the only stadium to host a Rugby  
World Cup final and a FIFA World Cup final.
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8. What stadium would you most like to visit? Please explain your answer.
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Answers
1. Tick true or false for the following statements.

2. Why does the Principality stadium have a wave design? Tick one.

   It looks really good.
   It blocks sunlight to the houses nearby.
   It keeps crowds dry when it rains.
   It stops the stadium blocking sunlight to the houses nearby.

3. Fill in the missing words.

      Twickenham is the home of English rugby and is located in London. It is the second  
      largest stadium in England.

4. Find and copy a word from the text that means the number of people the stadium can 
have. 
capacity

5. Which stadium is located in Scotland? Which city is it in? 
Stadium: Murrayfield   City: Edinburgh

6. Why do you think musicians often perform at large stadiums? Give at least one reason. 
Pupil’s own response. Answers might reflect on the number of people a stadium can  
cater for or the atmosphere created. At least one reason should be given.

7. Why might people visit a rugby museum? Give at least one reason. 
Pupil’s own response. Accept any answer as long as there is an indication the pupil  
understands the purpose of a museum and the artefacts it might have. At least one  
reason should be given.

8. What stadium would you most like to visit? Please explain your answer. 
Accept any relevant answer with a suitable justification.

True False
Each team plays six matches during the Championship. X
Wales play their home matches at Twickenham. X
Stadio Olimpico is in Rome, Italy. X
The Aviva Stadium is the only stadium to host a Rugby  
World Cup final and a FIFA World Cup final.

X



The Rugby Six Nations Stadiums
How Does the Six Nations Championship Work?
The Six Nations Championship takes place between February and March, the 
competition lasts seven weeks. Each team in the Championship will play five 
matches. The team that plays at their home stadium for each match changes 
each year. 

Where Are Matches Played?
Scotland – Murrayfield Stadium
Scotland host their matches at Murrayfield 
Stadium in Scotland’s capital city, Edinburgh. 
It is the largest stadium in Scotland with a 
capacity of 67,144. It was first built in 1925.

It has played host to many rugby matches and musicians over the years. 
Murrayfield is famous for its electric atmosphere.

England – Twickenham
Twickenham is the home of English rugby and is located in London, England’s 
capital city.

It is the second largest stadium in England 
with a capacity of 82,000. The World 
Rugby Union Museum is also located inside 
Twickenham where rugby fans can view 
memorabilia from the sport. Artists like Lady 
Gaga and Rihanna have both performed at 
Twickenham.

Did You Know...?

It was renovated in the nineties and became an all seated stadium.

Did You Know...?

The land where Twickenham now stands was originally used to grow 
cabbages so it is known as the ‘Cabbage Patch’.
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Wales – Principality Stadium
The Principality is a stadium in Cardiff, 
with a capacity of 74,500.

The stadium opened in 1999 as the 
Millennium Stadium but has since been 
renamed. It was built to be a multi-purpose 
arena and has been used for important 
rugby and football matches, in addition to live concerts. Wales has had three 
Grand Slam successes (won all Six Nations matches) since it opened.

Ireland – Aviva Stadium
The Aviva Stadium in Dublin is the third largest 
stadium in Ireland (capacity of 51,700) and 
the bowl-shaped stadium is shared by the Irish 
Rugby Union and Republic of Ireland Football 
team. It opened in 2010 and was built on the 
site if Lansdowne Road Stadium, which was 
demolished in 2007.

France – Stade de France
The Stade de France is located just north of Paris 
and opened in 1998 for the 1998 FIFA World 
Cup, where it hosted the final. The stadium is 
shared with the French Rugby Union team and 
France’s national football team. It has a seating 
capacity of 80,698.

The Rugby Six Nations Stadiums

Did You Know...?

It is the only stadium in the UK with a retractable roof.

Did You Know...?

The Aviva Stadium won an award for its wave design which stops the 
stadium blocking sunlight for local residents.

Did You Know...?

It is the only stadium in the world to host a Rugby World Cup final and a 
FIFA World Cup final.
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Italy – Stadio Olimpico
Stadio Olimpico is the largest sporting arena 
in Rome, Italy with a capacity of 70,634. 
It originally opened in 1937, but has gone 
through renovations and expansions since. It 
has played host to rugby matches, football 
matches, and sell out concerts, including 
Madonna.

The Rugby Six Nations Stadiums

Did You Know...?

Olympic events have been hosted here. 
Photo courtesy of M J Richardson, Mandy Barry-Cades, Jaggery, Zakarie Faibis (@Wikimedia.org) and Matthias Muehlbradt (@Flickr) - granted under creative commons licence
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Questions
1. Tick true or false for the following statements.

2. Why does the Principality stadium have a wave design? Tick one.

   It looks really good.
   It blocks sunlight to the houses nearby.
   It keeps crowds dry when it rains.
   It stops the stadium blocking sunlight to the houses nearby.

3. Fill in the missing words.

      The World Rugby Union Museum is also located inside                           where rugby      
      fans can view                           from the sport.

4. Find and copy a phrase from the text that means the stadium is lively.

                                                                                                                                            

5. What is unique about The Stade de France compared to all other stadiums in the world? 

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                         

6. Why do you think musicians often perform at large stadiums? Give at least one reason. 

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                       

True False
Twickenham is also known as the ‘Cabbage Patch’.
The Principality Stadium is one of two stadiums  
in the UK with a retractable roof.
Stade de France is just south of Paris.
The stadium before The Aviva stadium  
was built was knocked down in 2007.
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7. Why might people visit a rugby museum? Give at least one reason.

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                              

8. What do you think could be the advantages and disadvantages of rugby teams and 
football teams sharing a stadium? Include at least one advantage and one disadvantage.

9. What stadium would you most like to visit? Please explain your answer.

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                             

Advantages Disadvantages
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Answers
1. Tick true or false for the following statements.

2. Why does the Principality stadium have a wave design? Tick one.

   It looks really good.
   It blocks sunlight to the houses nearby.
   It keeps crowds dry when it rains.
   It stops the stadium blocking sunlight to the houses nearby.

3. Fill in the missing words.

      The World Rugby Union Museum is also located inside Twickenham where rugby fans  
      can view memorabilia from the sport.

4. Find and copy a phrase from the text that means the stadium is lively.

      electric atmosphere

5. What is unique about The Stade de France compared to all other stadiums in the world?

      Stade de France is the only stadium in the world to have hosted both a FIFA World       
      Cup final and a Rugby World Cup final.

6. Why do you think musicians often perform at large stadiums? Give at least one reason.

      Pupil’s own response. Answers might reflect on the number of people a stadium can  
      cater for or the atmosphere created. At least one reason should be given.

7. Why might people visit a rugby museum? Give at least one reason.

      Pupil’s own response. Accept any answer as long as there is an indication the pupil  
      understands the purpose of a museum and the artefacts it might have. At least one  
      reason should be given.

8. What do you think could be the advantages and disadvantages of rugby teams and 

True False
Twickenham is also known as the ‘Cabbage Patch’. X
The Principality Stadium is one of two stadiums  
in the UK with a retractable roof.

X

Stade de France is just south of Paris. X
The stadium before The Aviva stadium  
was built was knocked down in 2007.

X
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football teams sharing a stadium? Include at least one advantage and one disadvantage.

9. What stadium would you most like to visit? Please explain your answer.

      

Accept any relevant answer with a suitable justification.

Advantages Disadvantages
• Teams can share running a maintenance 

costs.

• Less space is taken up by building multiple 
stadiums.

• Stadiums won’t lie empty for long periods 
of time.

• Arranging fixtures so they don’t clash 
could be tricky.

• The pitch could become worn faster.

• Teams can’t personalise the stadium as 
much.



The Rugby Six Nations Stadiums
How Does the Six Nations Championship Work?
The Six Nations Championship takes place between February and March, the 
competition spans seven weeks. Each team in the Championship will play five 
matches throughout the tournament. Home advantage is alternated each year 
between the two opposing teams. 

Where Are Matches Played?
Scotland – Murrayfield Stadium
Scotland host their matches at Murrayfield 
Stadium in Scotland’s capital city, Edinburgh. 
It is the largest stadium in Scotland with a 
capacity of 67,144. It was first built in 1925 
with Scotland celebrating a win over their 
rivals, England. It then underwent renovations 
in the nineties and became an all seated 
stadium. It has played host to many glamour rugby matches and has also 
welcomed many musicians over the years. Murrayfield is renowned for its 
electric atmosphere.

England – Twickenham
Twickenham is the home of English rugby 
and is located in London, England’s capital 
city. The land where Twickenham now stands 
was originally used to grow cabbages so it is 
affectionately known as the ‘Cabbage Patch’. 
It is the second largest stadium in England 
with an impressive capacity of 82,000. The World Rugby Union Museum 
is also located inside Twickenham where rugby fans can view memorabilia 
from the sport. Artists like Lady Gaga and Rihanna have both performed at 
Twickenham to mass crowds. 

Wales – Principality Stadium
The Principality is an impressive stadium in 
Cardiff, with a capacity of 74,500. It is the 
only stadium in the UK with a retractable roof. 
The stadium opened in 1999 as the Millennium 
Stadium but has since been renamed, due to 
sponsorship. It was built to be a multi-purpose 
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arena and has been used for important rugby and football matches, in 
addition to live concerts. Wales has had three Grand Slam successes (won all 
Six Nations matches) since it opened.opened.

Ireland – Aviva Stadium
The Aviva Stadium in Dublin is the third largest 
stadium in Ireland with a capacity of 51,700. 
The bowl-shaped stadium is shared by the Irish 
Rugby Union and Republic of Ireland Football 
team. It opened in 2010 and was built on the 
site if Lansdowne Road Stadium, which was 
demolished in 2007. The Aviva Stadium won an 
award for its iconic wave design which prevents 
the stadium blocking sunlight for local residents. 

France – Stade de France
The Stade de France is located just north of Paris 
and opened in 1998 to coincide with the 1998 
FIFA World Cup, where it hosted the final. The 
stadium is shared with the French Rugby Union 
team and France’s national football team. It 
has a seating capacity of 80,698. It is the only 
stadium in the world to host a Rugby World Cup 
final and a FIFA World Cup final.

Italy – Stadio Olimpico
Stadio Olimpico is the largest sporting arena 
in Rome, Italy with a capacity of 70,634. It 
originally opened in 1937, but has gone through 
renovations and expansions since. It has played 
host to rugby matches, football matches, Olympic 
events and sell out concerts, including Madonna.

The Rugby Six Nations Stadiums

Photos courtesy of M J Richardson, Mandy Barry-Cades, Jaggery, Zakarie Faibis (@Wikimedia.org) and Matthias Muehlbradt (@Flickr) - granted under creative commons licence
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Questions
1. Tick true or false for the following statements.

2.  Order the stadiums from smallest capacity to largest capacity (1 for smallest and 6 for 
largest).

   Murrayfield
   Twickenham
   Principality
   Aviva
   Stade de France
   Stadio Olimpico

3. Fill in the missing words.

      Murrayfield has played host to many                           rugby matches and has also  
                                many musicians over the years.

4. Find and copy a word from the text that means famous.

                                                                                                                                           

5. What does it mean when the writer says, “it is affectionately known as the ‘Cabbage 
Patch’”?  

                                                                                                                                                  

                                                                                                                                         

6. Why do you think musicians often perform at large stadiums? Give at least two reasons.  

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                                                                                       

True False
Twickenham is also known as the ‘Cabbage Patch’.
The Principality Stadium is one of two stadiums  
in the UK with a retractable roof.
Stade de France is just south of Paris.
The stadium before The Aviva stadium  
was built was knocked down in 2007.
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7. Why might people visit a rugby museum? Give at least two reasons. 

                                                                                                                                              

                                                                                                                                                

                                                                                                                                              

8. What do you think could be the advantages and disadvantages of rugby teams and 
football teams sharing a stadium? Include at least two advantages and disadvantages.

9. The Principality Stadium changed its name to be named after its sponsors. Do you think 
this is a good thing? Please explain your answer

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                       

10. What stadium would you most like to visit? Please explain your answer.

                                                                                                                                           

                                                                                                                                             

                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                             

Advantages Disadvantages
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Answers
1. Tick true or false for the following statements.

2.  Order the stadiums from smallest capacity to largest capacity (1 for smallest and 6 for 
largest).

2    Murrayfield
6    Twickenham
4    Principality
1    Aviva
5    Stade de France
3    Stadio Olimpico

3. Fill in the missing words.

      Murrayfield has played host to many glamour rugby matches and has also               
      welcomed many musicians over the years.

4. Find and copy a word from the text that means famous.

      renowned

5. What does it mean when the writer says, “it is affectionately known as the ‘Cabbage 
Patch’”?

      It means that the English rugby fans use this name with fondness.

6. Why do you think musicians often perform at large stadiums? Give at least two reasons

      Pupil’s own response. Answers might reflect on the number of people a stadium can  
      cater for or the atmosphere created. At two reason should be given.

True False
Twickenham is also known as the ‘Cabbage Patch’. X
The Principality Stadium is one of two stadiums  
in the UK with a retractable roof.

X

Stade de France is just south of Paris. X
The stadium before The Aviva stadium  
was built was knocked down in 2007.

X
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7. Why might people visit a rugby museum? Give at least two reasons.

      Pupil’s own response. Accept any answer as long as there is an indication the pupil  
      understands the purpose of a museum. At two reason should be given.

8. What do you think could be the advantages and disadvantages of rugby teams and 
football teams sharing a stadium? Include at least two advantages and disadvantages.

9. The Principality Stadium changed its name to be named after its sponsors. Do you think 
this is a good thing? Please explain your answer.

      Pupils can answer yes or no to this question, but they should provide a justification.  
      Answers might include: It is good a good thing because it raises money for the   
      stadium. It is not a good thing because it can cause confusion to fans.

10. What stadium would you most like to visit? Please explain your answer.

      Accept any relevant answer with a suitable justification.

Advantages Disadvantages
• Teams can share running a maintenance 

costs.

• Less space is taken up by building multiple 
stadiums.

• Stadiums won’t lie empty for long periods 
of time.

• Arranging fixtures so they don’t clash 
could be tricky.

• The pitch could become worn faster.

• Teams can’t personalise the stadium as 
much.


